In S. cerevisiae, the large oxi3/oli2 mitochondrial transcript contains the products of the oxi3, aapl and oli2 genes and an unassigned reading frame, RF3. In the work presented here, we have completed the nucleotide sequence of RF3. We have shown that RF3 is composed of four fairly large ORFs which overlap within GC rich sequences. Furthermore, a shift of +1 base was found between each pair of consecutive reading frames. We discuss how these frameshifts could be removed to produce a 500 aminoacid long protein containing the two well conserved PI and P2 oligopeptide sequences featuring several mitochondrial intron reading frames, suggesting, thereby, a RNA-maturase-like activity for the putative RF3 protein. In addition, we suggest that the insertion of GC clusters in a gene could provide a novel way of regulating its expression.
INTRODUCTION
In S. cerevisiae, the whole span of mitochondrial DNA coding for oxi3 (cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 gene) (1), aapl (ATPase subunit 8) (2) and oli2 (ATPase subunit 6) (3) is transcribed as a large multigenic primary transcript that extends beyond an unassigned reading frame called RF3 (formerly named URF2) (*). This large oxi3/oli2 message undergoes several processing reactions (4, 5, 6) . Whereas the introns of oxi3 are excised and its exons are spliced together, cuts downstream of oxi3 liberate a polycistronic RNA carrying aapl, oli2 and RF3, which is further processed into shorter pieces (<»). Both mitochondrial products (RNA-maturases) (7) and nuclearcoded proteins are involved at these different steps (8, 9) .
In order to study the RNA processing downstream of oli2, we completed the nucleotide sequence surrounding RF3, which had been partially established by Macino and Tzagoioff (3) . We then discovered, in the 1*50 nucleotide long DNA stretch starting about 80 bases downstream of the oli2 stop codon, four fairly large overlapping reading frames. Moreover, each overlapping occurs in a region containing a G+C rich sequence. A shift of +1 base was found between each pair of consecutive reading frames. Mechanism(s) (either at the transcriptional, post-transcriptional or translationai level) able to annihilate the frameshifts would give rise to a protein some 500 aminoacids long. This structure is reminiscent of that of the RF2 region recently described by Michel (10) . Furthermore, the putative RF3 protein would contain the PI and P2 oligopeptide sequences found in several mitochondrial intron reading frames as well as in the RF1 and RF2 sequences (10) , which suggests that it could be endowed with a RNA-maturase-like activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast and bacterial strains :
The yeast strains employed were D273-10B/A _ci_ met (11), JM6 a ade2-l, lys-1-1, his<f-580, met8-l, SUPi»-3 (12) and XW05-11A a met5 Ieu2. This latter is from the Yeast Genetic Stock Center. Escherichia coli strain RR1 was used for transformation (13) . Preparation of mitochondrial DNA :
Mitochondrial DNA of strains D273-10B/A, 3M6 and XW05-11A was purified by bisbenzimide/CsCl buoyant density centrifugation (1*). The EcoRI restriction fragment RR8 (Figure 1 ) of the D273-10B/A mitochondrial genome was cloned in pBR328 (15) . Restriction analysis and cloning in E.coli were carried out as described in Maniatis et al. (16) . DNA sequencing:
DNA sequencing was performed as described by Maxam and Gilbert (17) . The products of sequencing reactions of fragments carrying GC cluster II were run on acrylamide gels containing 90 % formamide (18) .
RESULTS
The RR8 restriction fragment (Figure 1 ) of strain D273-10B/A was cloned in the plasm id pBR328. It was sequenced according to the strategy shown in Figure 2 . The corresponding sequence is presented in Figure 3 . The 1784 bp long RR8 fragment contains the ultimate 81 bp of the oli2 reading frame (3). Three G+C rich clusters punctuate this RR8 sequence. About 100 GC clusters (19) mitochondrial genome ; they may be arranged into several classes according to their sequence. The three GC rich runs of the RR8 fragment are delimited by the sequences 5'-TAGT and AAGGAG-3' and fall into two of these classes, several members of which are compared in Figure 4 . Class A clusters I and III are 43 bp long, classe B cluster II is 33 bp long ; each of them has the same orientation. These clusters belong to the very unusual "gene" RF3. Its first reading frame starts with a ATG codon (nucleotide 161) and stops just downstream of cluster I. Starting from the 5'-end of cluster I, a second reading frame stops downstream of cluster II and it is followed by a third frame which starts at the 5'-end of cluster II and ends shortly after cluster III. Finally, a fourth reading frame begins at the 5'-end of the last cluster and stops at position 1700 ( Figures 3 and 5 ). These four reading frames are not in phase with each other, a shift of +1 base is present between each consecutive pair of reading frames. Any mechanism capable of suppressing the +1 frameshift would allow (see discussion) the synthesis of a rather large protein. It is interesting to note that this organization of RF3 is reminiscent of that of RF2 which is located downstream from the oxi2 gene (10) . RF2 is also interrupted by three GC clusters : one belonging to class A and two to class B. Two other similar structures may in fact exist in the mitochondrial genome. The RF1 reading frame located downstream from the oxil gene (20) and the aI5B open reading frame present in an optional intron of the cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 gene (21) both contain a class A GC cluster. As published, RF1 and aI5B are not associated with a frameshift ; however, as stated by the authors themselves (20) , the former published sequence could be off by at least one base. The putative RF3 sequence was compared with that of the RF1 and RF2 reading frames. No sequence homology was found between these proteins except for two short conserved oligopeptide sequences featuring the ORFs of group IB introns and called PI and P2 by Michel et al. (22) and decapeptides in Waring et al. (23) (Figures 3 and 6 ). The homology between RF3 and these intron sequences is restricted to only these two oligopeptides, however. using the codon recognition rule of yeast mitochondria were TGA is used for Trp, CTN for Thr and ATA for Met. The GC clusters are underlined. The oligopeptide sequences PI and P2 are boxed. +1 frameshifts are observed at the level of RF3 GC clusters I, II and HI. RF2 GC cluster I which has the same orientation as the RF3 clusters also introduces a +1 frameshift, whereas RF2 GC clusters II and III which are oriented in the opposite direction give -1 frameshifts (10). If, actually, a base is missing in the RF1 GC cluster sequence, as stated by Coruzzi et al. (20) , RF1 would be composed of two reading frames with a +1 shift. However, the orientation of the RF1 cluster is the inverse of that found in RF3 clusters. The codon usage of RF3 appears to be similar to that of the intron reading frames (24) and to that of RF1 and RF2 (10) . When it is compared with that of the major mitochondrial-encoded protein genes, we notice an excess of the AUA codon (Met) as well as a paucity of the UUC codon (Phe). Furthermore, RF3, like RF1 and RF2, is rather rich in asparagine and lysine.
As previously shown by Nagley et al. (12) strains downstream of the oli2 gene. We have sequenced the mtDNA of two class II strains, namely 3M6 and X4005-11A, over a region overlapping the deleted fragment. The comparison of these sequences to that of (class I) strain D273-10B/A is shown in Figure 7 . Both class H strains are lacking a DNA fragment, 1667 bp in length, that include the whole RF3 sequence. Instead, an additional <f O bp long fragment was found in their DNA.
DISCUSSION
The odd structure of the RF3 gene, which consists of four fairly large consecutive overlapping ORF's (107, 104, 172, 176 codons long, respectively), suggests that it may be an inactive gene. It is possible that a formerly functional RF3 gene was made silent by the insertion of GC clusters which may be considered to be mobile elements (25, 26) . The same hypothesis could apply as well to other mitochondrial genes such as RF2 and very probably RF1 (10) . However, the probability that three different genes could be inactivated by the same process and during the same recent evolutionary time period (since no nonsense mutations occured in the ORF's) is very low. We find it much more likely and stimulating that RF3 is active. Indeed, we have recently shown that the RF3 region is transcribed as part of the oxi3/oli2 transcription unit which contains the highly expressed oxi3 and oli2 genes (<f).
If RF3 is actually a functional gene, how is the RF3 protein produced since the four ORF's are not in phase with each other and their overlapping region are centered around three GC clusters ? Any mechanism able to introduce changes in the reading frames at the level of the GC clusters could give rise to a large continuous reading frame with the potential of coding for a 500 amino-acid long protein, setting in the same frame the two well conserved PI and P2 oligopeptide sequences. Such a mechanism could be accomplished by the translational machinery. Because of their secondary structure and sequence (which contains rarely used codons) the GC clusters might reduce the speed of mitoribosome movement and promote frameshifts (27) . If GC cluster actually induce frameshifts, they most probably occur at a low frequency since the expression of the varl protein is comparable to those of other mitochondrial components of the respiratory chain in spite of the presence of either one or two GC rich sequences in phase with its coding sequence (28) . In fact it has been shown that frameshifting is necessary for the expression of several genes (29, 30, 31, 32) although no clear secondary structure that could promote frameshift is to be found in their sequence. In addition, it is interesting to note that the mitochondrial translational machinery was shown to suppress frameshift mutations (33) .
As an alternative explanation, we could envisage that the excision of the GC cluster from the RF3 transcript by a cut and splice mechanism would allow the expression of RF3.
Whatever the mechanism by which the putative RF3 protein may be expressed, the insertion of GC clusters in an open reading frame offers a potential novel way to regulate gene expression assuming that the more an open reading frame is interrupted by GC clusters, the less it may be expressed. It has been shown that low levels of RNA-maturases are sufficient to excise mitochondrial introns (34) The presence of the oligopeptide sequences PI and P2 suggests that the RF3 putative protein may be endowed with a RNA-maturase-like activity and therefore should be found in low amount in the mitochondria. The peculiar organization of RF3 (and of RF2) seems to indicate that GC clusters could act as regulatory elements reducing protein levels although this may be a subsidiary function.
To explain why RF3 (as well as RF2) is lacking in some yeast mitochondrial genomes (cf. Figure 7) we may suppose that the RF3 open reading frame is absent in some strains either because the RF3 putative protein is necessary to catalyse the RNA processing reaction in the RF3 region itself or because its function is compensated by another coding sequence located elsewhere in the mitochondrial genome or in the nucleus. Clearly, the finding of mutations within the RF3 sequence would allow one to answer these questions. We are currently searching for such mutants.
Although RF3 is related to the IB family of intron open reading frames (22) , the RF3 optional region is probably not an intron sequence for it does not retain the two highly conserved oligonucleotide motifs GACUA and AUAGUC (35) . In this respect RF3 resembles RF1 and RF2, which also belong to multigenic transcription units (5) and are located immediately downstream of non-mosaic genes coding for the respiratory proteins.
